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Instantly grab the attention of all your website visitors with this... "Brand New Package Of Over 1,000 Top

Quality Animated Web Graphics!" Ready To Go In Minutes. Plus You Get Full Source Files!! There are

certain things you can do to instantly grab the attention of your visitors. Or to guide their attention into a

certain area of a page, like the order button, or an important benefit. Of course you can bold your text,

use headlines, or static graphics to grab attention. But simple animated elements work much better. You

don't want to use these animated graphics all over your page. That will just distract your visitors, and

defeat the whole purpose of these graphics, which is to grab attention and increase converions. But if you

use them sparingly, in one or two main places of your site, they WILL work, and they WILL grab your

visitors attention and guide them to where you want them to go. I've seen some marketers use these

graphics on their sites, and I know they grabbed my attention. And I've seen them used outside of

"Internet Marketing", on more general sites. They work quite well, if done right, and used sparingly without

overwhelming the visitor. But I've never seen a quality package of these graphics offered before. Here is

a collection of over 1,000 brand new, high quality, professional animated web graphics that you can

simply copy and paste into your websites and blogs. These aren't some crazy over the top animations,

but simple designs created with a simple purpose: to catch attention and guide visitors to a certain area of

a page, without distracting and overwheling the visitor. These graphics are all formatted nicely and ready

to go. And I'm throwing in all the source files, so you can create your own variations of all of these

graphics.  No design skills required.  No special software required (except for the source files).  No big

designer fees. Exactly what you get with this package.... This package consists of 2 parts: 1) Transparent

GIF files, and 2) Source PSD files. For the transparent GIF files you don't need any special software. Just

add them to your site like you would any other images. And since they're "transparent GIFs" they can be

used on any color background (white, black, yellow, whatever). These GIF files come in different styles,

colors and sizes. You will also get different wording for the "call to action" buttons and text like: "Order

Now", "Join Now", "Add To Cart", "Click Here", etc.. Most graphics come with 10 or more variations. So

you get tons of variety. And in case you want even more variety, you also get full source files to all of
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these graphics. So you can change the colors, styles, sizes, text, animation speeds, etc.. Everything is

customizable, so you can create your own unique variations of these graphics to suit your needs. And, it's

super easy to customize these graphics. All of the animations and layers are in place, so you just have to

change one or two lines of text, or add a new style to a button, and the whole graphic and all the layers

get updated automatically. It literally takes just a few seconds or minutes. So you can easily create

hundreds or thousands more variations of these graphics. Lets recap about what you will receive...  The

package with over 1000 customizable, professional animated Web Graphics.  Complete PSD source files

for all these graphics.  1 original sales page in english and german.  Images and a Master Resale Rights

License. We are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this product.

Therefore we do not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be

performed!
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